MORE THAN
35 YEARS
OF EXPERTISE
Kokkonis Homes is an established Real Estate and Property
Developer with expertise spanning more than 35 years.
The company offers tailored options for prestigious, luxury residential as well as commercial properties in prime locations
across Limassol.

MORE THAN 35 YEARS
OF QUALITY
Founded in 1983, George N. Kokkonis’ namesake company,
Kokkonis Homes, has consistently valued quality over quantity.
Each of the company’s projects are completed with care and
attention to detail, while new projects are always meticulously
chosen to ensure a carefully crafted portfolio of residences
and commercial buildings that exude an aura of luxury. In its
30+ years of operation, Kokkonis Homes has expanded its
portfolio to include apartment complexes, commercial buildings, holiday homes, and even a winery. Today, joined by his
son, Yiannis N. Kokkonis, the father-son duo have grown their
company’s offering to include bespoke renovations as well
as a lifetime of after sales support services.

OUR MISSION
AND VALUES
The mission of Kokkonis Homes is to create an elegant Mediterranean living experience for our clients, where every detail is underscored by luxury and perfection. We aim to do
this through careful selection of the finest property locations,
sparing no expense in the construction, design, and materials used to build each unique property, and by offering a
wealth of after-sales services to ensure peace of mind for
each of our clients. We deliver our mission every day guided by our core values: uncompromising integrity, a relentless
pursuit of excellence, unwavering devotion to the highest of
quality standards, and, above all, a commitment to delivering
unparalleled value to our clients.

INVESTMENT GATEWAY
INTO THE
EUROPEAN UNION
Strategically located at the crossroads of three major continents, Europe, Asia and Africa, the small island of Cyprus
has earned a reputation as financial center and a modern,
cosmopolitan business hub. As the third most populous island
in the Mediterranean, Cyprus boasts an abundance of investment opportunities across a wide range of sectors.
The island is considered to be an investment gateway into
the European Union, as well as a portal for investment outside the EU, particularly into the Middle East, India and China. In addition, Cyprus has a competitive tax regime with the
lowest corporate tax rate in Europe, and advantageous
double tax treaties with 45 partner countries.
Moreover, the Cyprus government offers considerable incentives to investors, particularly through the Citizenship by Investment and Permanent Residence Program. Through these
programs, third country nationals are eligible to become Cypriot citizens, or are granted permanent residence, through
investment in real estate, land development, or infrastructure
projects.

MAKE THE COASTLINE
YOUR HOME

Limassol, the second largest city in Cyprus, is famous for its
vibrant atmosphere and high quality of life, as well as its thriving commercial center that caters to a large and diverse
international community.
Spread out across a beautiful azure coastline, Limassol
encompasses everything one looks for in beachside town,
combined with the air of a cosmopolitan city. It boasts some
of the region’s best private schools and hospitals, a stylish
marina, and a bustling designer shopping district.

Thanks to 340 days of sunshine, and a contagious, buzzing
liveliness, Limassol residents can enjoy a plethora of activities – from soaking up rays on the beach, an evening of fine
dining at international restaurants, to a range of watersports,
cycling, or a drive through the Troodos Mountains and picturesque villages.
This eclectic mix is what makes Limassol an ideal place to
live, all the while enjoying the peace of mind that comes with
living in one of the safest cities in Europe.

AN ENVIABLE
LOCATION
With an emphasis on quality over quantity, Kokkonis Homes
takes special care when choosing its projects. The three luxury
villas are located in the Kalogiri area of Limassol.
Just minutes from the sea, and on an elevation offering beautiful
sprawling views of the city, the neighborhood of Kalogiri home
to some of Limassol’s most affluent residents. Quiet streets lined
with prestigious, luxury homes radiate an air of aristocracy and
exclusivity.
Nestled within this beautiful location are the aptly named
‘Diana’s Exclusive Residence,’ ‘The Queen’s Manor’ and ‘The
White House.’

THE QUEEN’S MANOR

THE
QUEEN’S
MANOR
With breathtaking views of the city below and carefully
selected, high end furnishings throughout, The Queen’s
Manor is truly a home for a queen.
An in-ground pool twinkles with reflections of palm trees in
the expansive garden, while inside, each piece of furniture
is intentionally positioned to create a space of luxury and
comfort.
Granite countertops, marble floors and wood accents
abound, generating an aura of opulence without diminishing the level of comfort. This is a house that will easily become
a home, secluded in its own little paradise.
Property Type: Villa Detached
Property Address: Mykonon 55 Kalogirous
Level: 3
Internal Area: 550
Covered Verandas: 45
Uncovered Verandas: 60
Plot Size: 1032
Bedroom: 5
Toilets: 7
Bathrooms/Showers: 5
Features:
En-suite Master Bedroom, Fully Furnished, Solar panels, Pool, Satellite,
Fireplace, A/C, C/H, Alarm system, CCTV, Double Glazed Windows,
Sauna, Jacuzzi, Gym Room, Automated Lighting System, Granite
Kitchen, Separate Kitchen, Marble Floors, Water Pressure System,
Barbecue, 2 covered parking spaces, 3 uncovered parking spaces,
Elevator, Internet connection.

THE
WHITE
HOUSE

This stately mansion, named so for the way its luscious greenery and imposing façade set it apart from the other residences in the area, exudes grandeur and luxury. With an in-ground
pool stretching out across the expansive yard, the property
is decked with palm trees and obscured with a high wall to
offer optimum levels of privacy.
Inside, granite countertops gleam in the airy kitchen area,
while a grand marble staircase leads up to the 5 bedrooms,
allowing maximum comfort for a large family. Floor to ceiling
windows, dignified columns and a cleverly encased fireplace
add to the majestic feel of the interior spaces.

Property Type: Villa Detached
Property Address: Viktoros Ougko 2, Kalogirous
Levels: 3
Internal Area: 1000
Covered Verandas: 70
Uncovered Verandas: 120
Plot Size: 1198 plus green Area 600
Bedrooms: 5
Toilets: 9
Bathrooms/Showers: 7

Features:
En-suite Master Bedroom, 2 walk-in wardrobes, Solar panels, Pool, Satellite, Fireplace, A/C , C/H, Alarm system, CCTV, Double Glazed Windows, Sauna, Jacuzzi, Gym Room, Automated Lighting System, Granite Kitchen, Separate Kitchen, Marble Floors, Water Pressure System,
Barbecue, 2 covered parking spaces, 7 uncovered parking spaces,
Elevator, Internet connection.

THE WHITE HOUSE

DIANA’S EXCLUSIVE
RESIDENCE
With impressive columns lining the entrance, this 3 level Detached Villa is a signature of premium luxury. Attention to detail can be found in every aspect of this residence, from its
architectural finesse, and thoughtful space allocation, to its
countless luxury flourishes.
Large windows stream in sunshine and afford views of the
turquoise waters of the in-ground pool just off the spacious
kitchen, while a large, centrally located fireplace is just the
thing to get a fire crackling on a chilly night. Shrubs and
greenery are strategically placed in the beautifully landscaped garden to afford maximum privacy for the family.

Property Type: Detached Villa
Address: Thasou 22 Kalogirous
Levels: 3
Internal Area: 450
Covered Verandas: 30
Plot Size: 834
Bedrooms: 5
Toilets: 7
Bathrooms/Showers: 5
Features:
En-suite Master Bedroom, Solar panels, Pool, Satellite, Fireplace, A/C , C/H,
Alarm system, CCTV, Double Glazed Windows, Sauna, Jacuzzi, Gym Room, Automated Lighting System, Granite Kitchen, Marble Floors, Water Pressure System,
Barbecue, 2 covered parking spaces, 3 uncovered parking spaces, Internet
connection.

Property Type: Villa Detached
Property Address: Viktoros Ougko 2 Kalogirous
Levels: 3
Internal Area: 1050 m2
Covered Verandas: 70 m2
Uncovered Verandas: 120m2
Plot Size: 1126 m2 plus green Area 600m2
Bedrooms: 5
Toilets: 9
Bathrooms/Showers: 7
Features:
En-suite Master Bedroom, 2 walk-in wardrobes, Solar panels, Pool, Satellite, Fireplac
C/H, Alarm system, CCTV, Double Glazed Windows, Sauna, Jacuzzi, Gym Room, Auto
Lighting System, Granite Kitchen, Separate Kitchen, Marble Floors, Water Pressure
Barbecue, 2 covered parking spaces, 7 uncovered parking spaces, Elevator, Intern
nection.
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DIANA’S EXCLUSIVE RESIDENCE

WE CREATE
DREAM HOMES
Making a house a home is a highly personal endeavor. At
Kokkonis Homes, we undertake full service renovations both
large and small, and we work alongside our clients every
step of the way to help create their dream home.
Our dedicated team of experts as well as our trusted network of partners are highly knowledgeable on all the latest
trends in home renovation, from flooring and paint colors
to doors and door handles, and ensure that every client’s
vision becomes a reality.
By undertaking the renovation of your residence, Kokkonis Homes
aims to create a comfortable, energy smart, efficient home, incorporating elegant, luxurious designs with a flawless finish.

BEYOND OFFICE SPACE
Not far from the waterfront, and with easy access to Limassol’s key business districts, the Kokkonis Homes office building
consists of a 3-floor modern, state of the art office structure
just off the highway in the Germasogeia area of Limassol.

The Kokkonis Homes office building is designed to meet the
needs of ambitious businesses. Wide, open workspaces allow for freedom of movement and easy interaction, and can
easily be adjusted according to business requirements.

With a penthouse residence sitting atop, this unique business
space ensures that home is never far away. Its central location makes it simple to enjoy all that Limassol has to offer –
from a seaside lunch, a quick run to the shops, and evenings
out to the nearby bars and restaurants.

The flexible, light filled spaces which offer expansive views
of the city, are ideal for executive offices and comfortable
meeting rooms, while rich wooden accents, hidden lighting
and playful ceiling details add a touch of personality.

AT THE TOUCH
OF A BUTTON
All Kokkonis Homes are Smart Homes, fully equipped with
smart switches and screens, as well as a mobile app, which
allows residents to remotely control every aspect of their
homes with the simple touch of a button.
The core business activities of Kokkonis Homes can be divided into Contracting and Development, each offering a
holistic approach to the creation of dream homes.

24-HOUR SERVICE
When a client makes a purchase with Kokkonis Homes, they
have made a friend for life. We guarantee the provision of a
lifetime of after sales support and services.
Clients entrust their property to us and we ensure that their
every need is met, from daily maintenance services to making sure the refrigerator is stocked and the beds are made
prior to a client’s arrival.
We want clients to feel comfortable and at home, and we
do all that we can to facilitate this, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

COMING SOON
Emphasizing quality over quantity, Kokkonis Homes always
ensures careful consideration and diligence when choosing
upcoming projects.
Building custom homes from scratch requires lengthy research
and meticulous time management, as well as a complete
commitment of effort and manpower.
Our upcoming project is a prestigious luxury villa, currently
under construction, in the affluent Kalogiri neighborhood of
Limassol.

G.N KOKKONIS & SON LTD
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www.kokkonishomes.com

